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ance in establishing advanced practice.
A development of their work to which 

iOsh to call your attention has not, I 
elieve, been generally awarded the 

Tedit it deserved, yet it has been the 
°Urce of the greatest influence exerted 
y °ur association, and of the import- 
nc'e of its service to the railways. I 

^eter to the investigation of the seienti- 
c Principles underlying the questions 

4ssigned to our committees, the tests and 
^Pertinents they have carried out when 

necessary to determine additional data, 
'1P(i the correct and practical conclusions 
uley have deduced. As a result their 
v°rk stands to-day as the basis of most 

“ °ur scientific knowledge of the loco- 
°tive, the engineering principles on
hlch it is designed, and the reasons for

the -
do
.h'r committee for all the knowledge that 
^available on the theoretical mechanics 
^ tlle locomotive,

* those on the properties of steam, the

methods by which it is operated. I 
n°t mean that we have to look to

or for such researches 
,, ■— uu une properties of steam, the
c rehgth of materials, or the chemistry of 
hhtbustion. That has been the work of 

v ® mathematician or physicist, and its 
or Ue *n solving the practical problems 

engineering is limited by the vast 
Unber of factors which enter into 

t| Ua' working conditions. Our work on 
a e other hand, has been the observation 
U mterpretation of results in a sclenti- 
0|l manner, and through being carried 
USI ,jy Practical men, who have estab- 
asc»'etl ttle relation between the facts they 
ciprta'ned’ and the theoretical prin- 
lp i68 un<lerlying them, has been sound 

8 basis, and rendered general in itsllPPlieation.
0[ r°8ably the best example is the series 
aj^Periments on exhaust nozzles, stacks 
the steam passages. This began with 
tie r°ad tests which were carefully car- 
rHit °Ut m 1879, the experiments carried 
v() ln 1890, which were independent of 
i,;'1' conditions, the first record of that 

""1 in
,----—

'vhiph‘S^1 degree of scientific excellence
°ur proceedings, and in 1891 tests 

'mien 'gh degrei
l(nv n mdicated the benefits obtained by 
tctii]1 lng l*16 nozzle. It was then in- 
t>Ur(?d to continue the experiments at 
d6st Ue> but when that laboratory was 
pla r°ye(l by fire a locomotive testing 
or .. Was constructed by the chairman 
ext 6 committee which was, with the 
exiStt>tion °f that at Purdue, the first in 
It mice. The experiments made upon 
lnv ere the first careful and thorough 
Hnj S,Vgations of the action of the blast 
P(,z . "c result of variations in design of 
out es and stacks that had been carried 
Plilll'|in an actual locomotive on a testing 
tio„s °n which uniform working condi- 

could be maintained. The results 
6reil glven in the report of 1894 and the 
Pw, lePort of 1896, which will be re
tire, Iered as the best report up to that 
Sooi(i presented to this or any other 
iPotivy °n a subject connected with loco-■w6

Pior, engineering. Supplemented by

'ApQJL i n vy o u ouicnuiiuauj auu

Plotiv y investigated details of the loco-

°ne ofe recent work, this subject stands
the most scientifically and

tive
°Ur ’ and its history is one of which 

T'he!5SOC*a*'*on should be proud. 
septe i tesl °f compound locomotives pre- 
va.p,.e *n 1892 marked an important ad- 
tlet(. through recording the first com- 

‘‘nd properly conducted road test, 
ac0u ttle dynamometer car, indicators, 

measurement of coal and feed 
llessn t*le duality of the steam, and the 
Il*6th„t,ement of various losses. These 

although previously appliedods

along similar lines on stationary plants, 
yet marked a decided advance in loco
motive work, and supplemented by the 
report on the standard method of con
ducting locomotive tests have assisted 
materially in defining conditions that 
should be observed if accurate results 
are desired.

The subject of locomotive capacity has 
always been well handled and our recom
mendations in this respect have exerted 
a considerable influence and have been 
widely used. One report is of special 
interest, that of 1897, in which was pre
sented the first comprehensive study of 
the characteristics of the locomotive, 
since made familiar to us by the work 
at Purdue University and the St. Louis 
testing plant. Then, however, the sub
ject was broadly new and such a method 
of treatment almost unknown, but it 
marked the important discovery of the 
locomotive as a machine with definable 
properties, although of wide variations, 
as opposed to the indefinite views on its 
capacity and economy which were previ
ously held.

Other notable reports of a general 
character were those on high steam 
pressures in 1898, the loss of power from 
friction in the machinery of a locomo
tive in 1906, and the results obtained 
from briquetted coal in 1908. There 
have been many others of more detailed 
nature, but which indicate the valuable 
character of our experimental work. 
Among the more important are those on 
driving wheel tire wear, in which the 
forces acting were carefully analyzed 
and compared with the wear actually 
found, showing distinctly the cause of 
the trouble; the report on engine truck 
swing hangers in which indicating ap
paratus was used to determine the 
action of an engine with different types 
of suspension; the report on slide valves, 
in which the dynamometer was used in 
the valve stem, and the forces shown 
compared with those determined by 
elaborate calculations of the various 
stresses; the reports on counterbalancing 
which have established the allowable 
disturbing weight, and the specifications 
for materials in which laboratory tests 
have been compared with an enormous 
number of service results. Add to these 
reports others, which by their high de
gree of merit have had a far reaching 
effect on our railway work, such as those 
on ton-mile statistics, repair shops, and 
the education of apprentices, and the 
whole forms a series of progressive and 
leading contributions to the science of 
locomotive design and operation which 
has produced a permanent effect and has 
demonstrated correct principles to the 
entire locomotive world. For years past 
locomotive practice in America has been 
based on scientific knowledge, and such 
questions as the proportions of heating 
surface and cylinder capacity, and the 
designs of front ends have been decided 
by the analyzed experience of the entire 
country, or carefully conducted experi
ments. In foreign countries where no 
such association as ours has existed, 
these matters have been left to the 
judgment of the individual or what are 
practically rule of thumb methods. Few 
realize what this work has done for the 
railroads of the country, but the result 
is seen in the general success of our 
locomotive practice.

That our association has done its self- 
assigned work energetically and effici
ently, there is no question. Its history is

practically that of the modern locomo
tive in America, and from the years 
when lengthy discussions on iron versus 
steel for fire-box plates, the cause of 
boiler explosions, and the proper thick
ness for the shell of a boiler were the 
live issues at our meetings, through the 
periods of air brakes, injectors, high- 
pressure boilers, compound locomotives, 
and testing plants, to our present times 
with Mallet engines and superheated 
steam, the association has been untiring 
in its interest in each new subject that 
has been introduced and its members in
dividually have shown their interest by 
their attendance and the large amount 
of time they have devoted to the work. 
In no other country has there been any 
similar society organized to consider the 
problems of locomotive construction and 
maintenance exclusively, and we may 
justly feel that the predominating ex
cellence of American practice is in no 
small degree due to our efforts. Our 
work has been well done. We have 
formed an immense machine for the in
terchange of information and have add
ed to that our expressed intention, by 
having also carried out o large amount 
of experimental investigation.

What further can we do to increase 
our usefulness and develop into still 
more important fields of work? I feel 
that in making suggestions I am record
ing my own sins of omission, and yet 
when a man endeavors to seriously con
sider such a question, ideas occur to him 
that previously lay dormant or un
thought of, and this must be my excuse 
for recommending now what I have not 
done. Our opportunities are somewhat 
different from those of our great sister 
society, the Master Car Builders' Associa
tion. We have no such business relation
ships to regulate between one road and 
another as those involved in the inter
change of equipment. The possibilities 
of establishing additional standards that 
would be extensively used are few, and 
indeed it is very doubtful whether stand
ards are of much value for the locomo
tives of an entire country. We must con
sequently ask ourselves whether we are 
obtaining all classes of information that 
are of possible value, and whether our 
committee reports, individual papers and 
topical discussions could be advantage
ously supplemented by any other activi
ties.

We are face to face with several 
changes in the development of our 
motive power and the department having 
charge of it. The steam locomotive, that 
has been supreme for so many years, is 
finding its superiority questioned by a 
new invention, the electric locomotive. 
The small railway with its individual 
methods is being absorbed into large 
systems, and superintending and record
ing the work under the charge of our 
members is becoming more difficult. The 
growth of the large mechanical depart
ments has made it impossible and in 
fact undesirable for their heads to retain 
the same touch with minor mechanical 
and operating details that they formerly 
had to, and has increased the importance 
of the financial and business questions 
they should control as compared to those 
of a mere technical nature. Unless this 
association and its members concern 
themselves seriously with these new and 
larger problems, there is danger of their 
work being undertaken by others in place 
of by ourselves.

The articulated locomotive has in-


